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Overview 
 
The login1 service enables a client to access API services by creating a login cookie. This cookie is IP-
restricted and lasts for 8 hours after generation. A program should initiate processing by checking for the 
existence of a cookie in the local cookie file, if there is no cookie in the file, it should send the login1 
request to obtain a cookie before processing. The program would then write the cookie to the local cookie 
file for use with later batches. When the err:auth response is received a new cookie must be retrieved 
and the request must be sent again.  
 
Psuedo code for this algorithm: 
 
Cookie = getFileContents(Path2CookieFile); 
If (isEmpty(Cookie)) { 
 Cookie = sendLoginRequest(name, cleartext); 
 save2File(Cookie, Path2CookieFile); 
} 
Result = sendAPIRequest(Cookie, Request); 
If (Result == 'err:auth') { 
 Cookie = sendLoginRequest(name, cleartext); 
 save2File(Cookie, Path2CookieFile); 
 Result = sendAPIRequest(Cookie, Request); 
} 
 
Of course, error checking must be done for the other possible responses (HTTP errors, login error, 
temporary errors and data errors). Please see the sample API clients for examples. 
 
* For use with ebmtrigger1 ONLY: * If the client has a Private Network Setup for Bulk Mailings, they can 
request a Private Network Setup for EBM. The *server* will be 'trig.client-domain,' where 'client-domain' is 
the domain currently set up for Bulk Private Network. The client can also delegate a domain specifically 
for this purpose. The Private Network includes two IP’s for sending Event Based Messages (EBM). These 
are independent from the IP’s used to send Bulk Mail. 
 
 
Request 
 
To request a cookie using the login1 service, send an HTTP request to: 
 
For Shared Servers (setuser1, getuser1, setlist1, getlist1, ebmtrigger1, ok1): 
 
https://ebm.cheetahmail.com/api/login1?name=fred&cleartext=password 
 
For a Private Network EBM (ok1 and ebmtrigger1 calls only): 
 
https://trig.client-domain.com/ api/login1?name=fred&cleartext=password 
 
For Batch Services: (load1, unsub1, ok1): 
 
https://app.cheetahmail.com/api/login1?name=fred&cleartext=password 
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Valid Parameters 
 
Required and optional information provided by the API call that tells the service how to load the data 
provided in the file. Parameter names are case-sensitive. The valid parameters are as follows: 
name=Required - The user name of the API user created for this purpose. 
 
cleartext=Required - The password for the above API user. 
 
Both GET and POST methods are supported. 
 
 
Response 
 
Upon successful authentication of a login1 service request, the program returns a cookie in the form of a 
Set-Cookie: header and a document body consisting of the line 'OK' followed by a blank line. For 
example: 
 
Note: The Set-Cookie header is all on one line, but it wraps here for readability. 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Connection: close 
set-cookie: 
PubAuth1=134240759%2C134240757%2C134240754%2C%2B255084548049850%2C%2B11434705
9694522%2C%2B0%2C3472674174%2C1060798794%2CtEe9tPJ9pawRIWDHIn47sg; 
domain=.cheetahmail.com; path=/; expires=Thu, 14-Aug-2003 04:19:54 GMT; 
secure 
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2003 18:19:52 GMT 
Server: Apache 
 
OK 
 
[Connection closed] 
 
The cookie string itself (PubAuth1=….) should be used URL-encoded (as is). It is not necessary to send 
the domain, path or expiration parameters. Only the cookie name and value are important. 
 
Notes: 
 
The cookie name can change without warning. The API Client program should save the returned cookie 
and send it back, without needing to reference the name of the cookie directly. 
 
The cookie received by the client is URL encoded. The cookie should be returned exactly as it was 
received (encoded) when using other API services. Therefore, if it is decoded upon retrieval, it must be 
encoded before being sent back to the server. If it is not decoded upon retrieval, it should not be encoded 
before being sent it back to the server. This is important if using a third party tool to handle cookies that 
does automatic encoding before sending the request but does not do automatic decoding upon retrieval. 
If this is the case, decode the cookie before passing it to the third party tool.  
 
A sign that there is a problem with cookie encoding is if the cookie is successfully retrieved via login1 but 
err:auth is received from any of the other services. 
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Errors 
 
Error conditions are signaled with a reply containing the line 'err:code' followed by a blank line, where 
'code' is the error type. 
 
err:auth   
- Something is wrong with the name/cleartext or the number of failed logins has exceeded the maximum 
number of failed login attempts allowed. 
 
err:internal error  
- A [temporary] internal error occurred. Try again later. 
For example: 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Connection: close 
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2003 18:23:20 GMT 
Server: Apache 
 
err:auth 
 
[Connection closed] 
 
Security Note: 
Although the examples use https:// (SSL), http:// is supported. https:// is strongly recommended, since it 
offers end-to-end encryption of the data. With http:// name and cleartext are sent as text, allowing a 
potential eavesdropper to learn these credentials and use them to gain access to private data. 
 
 
Private Network EBM 
 
The client should only use the Private Network EBM domain if it is setup for their Bulk program and the 
Account Manager has confirmed that the Private Network EBM setup is complete.  
 
Note: The login1 API service call must be made to the same domain as the ebmtrigger1 call to match the 
cookie. 
 
If a client triggers both through the shared network (ebm.cheetahmail.com) and a private network, 
separate cookies are needed (store them in two separate files). 
 
“client-domain” is whatever domain or subdomain the client has delegated to CheetahMail. 
 
“trig” is the standard subdomain for EBM, making the Private Network domain: trig.client-domain. 
This replaces ‘ebm.cheetahmail.com’ in all of the service calls. 
 
Private Network EBM servers only support the following services: ebmtrigger1, login1, ok1 
 
Setting up a Private Network for EBM is free for clients with Private Network for Bulk; otherwise, the 
standard charge will apply. 
 
Cookies are domain specific, so a cookie obtained from ebm.cheetahmail.com will not work when 
connecting to a Private Network EBM server. 
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